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Plates
Durable and resistant plates for challenging 
environments.

• Self-harm and suicide resistant plates for 
challenging environments.

• Plates in durable and unbreakable 
biobased plastics, made from sugar cane.

• Withstands both microwave oven and 
dishwasher.

Assortment
145599
145598
145597

145596
145595
145594

Healsafe Soup Plate Green Bio 25cm, 25pcs
Healsafe Plate Green Bio 45cm, 25pcs             
Healsafe Dinner Plate Green Bio 25cm, 25pcs

Durable plates produced in robust and impact-resistant plastic, extremely difficult to break. The 
white plates are made of Lexan and extremely robust. The BIO plates have more than 80% less 
carbon footprint compared to similar products in conventional plastics.

Sold in packs of 25 pcs.

Healsafe Soup Plate White 18cm Lexan, 25pcs
Healsafe Plate White 18cm Lexan, 25pcs          
Healsafe Dinner Plate White 24cm Unbreakable Plastic PC, 25pcs 

145599 145598 145597

145596 145595 145594
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Maintenance
Can withstands both microwave oven and dishwasher. 
Resistant to all kitchen chemicals.

Please bear in mind that the use of strong coloring spices, 
e.g. turmeric, paprika, curry etc. in combination with fatty 
foods and high heat can leave a discoloration on the plate.

Warranty

The product is to be seen as ’reusable’* with a limited life 
span through its design and choice of risk reducing material, 
therefore no warranty is applicable.

Sustainability
Recycling as plastic. Can be recycled or combusted.

ABOUT HIPAC  
We are an Australian healthcare company that guarantees to stand 
behind all our medical products, both manufactured and imported, 
because we’re here for the life of our products and clients.

hipac.com.au
ABN 27 600 353 688

PO Box 797, 36 Long St. Goulburn NSW 2580, Australia
P.  +61 2 4823 0000  E.  info@hipac.com.au  

SYDNEY  |  MELBOURNE  |  BRISBANE  |  ADELAIDE  |  PERTH

*’Reusable’ plastic products are aimed to have a longer life span 

than ordinary disposable products. Dishwasher and microwave use is 

accepted, as well as mild detergents. However, we cannot guarantee 

maximum dishwasher cycles, microwave wattage, freezer or oven 

settings, since all machines operate differently. 

Materials 
Green Plates are made of bio-based plastics.

White Plates are made of Unbreakable Plastic PC.

Technical Data
145599 capacity 700ml.

Withstands temperatures between -40°C and +100°C. 
Safe for food contact.


